At a meeting of the board in control of athletics recently, R. A. Kouns was restored as coach for the following guards: the first team for next year, and was also elected as an assistant football coach for this fall, the title of the board of the price of Minnesota and Nebraska games this fall-$42 for the student booster seats, and $1.50 for the wooden bleachers.

MANY ALUMNI TO TEACH IN HIGH SCHOOLS

University secures positions for ex-

spectator for large number of Graduates

IOWA CITY, Iowa, May 19.—The

athletic department of the Delta Delta em-

ployment bureau has filed a large num-

ber of positions for the school year.

The list of teachers who have been

placed through the university includes

the following: Anna Dembrowski, math-

ematics; Eliza Bennett, dent Bowman,

mathe-matics and science; Elizabeth Bennett,

dent Bowman, so

Many

night and this will be held Friday, and with

the final practices which will come the

end of the student work when all will be

ready for the greatest page-

ant which has ever been put on at

the university. An interesting fea-

ture in connection with the festivities

this year is that it is the fiftieth

in the day, of the first student work

which was staged on May 22, 1869.

This year for the first time since

1915 a May Queen will be crowned.

In that year Mrs. Edna Harper, member of the Delta Delta employ-

ment bureau was awarded that regal hon-

or and since that time the custom of

having the presentation of an individual

of physical training absolutely

give to one of the young ladies who is to

be advanced in the senior year, and the

maiden of the title this year, and

the qualifications considered

are a graceful, feminine figure; the

beings can be found out. Only the

those who are participating in

the event in as complete costume

as is possible.

Many speculations have been made

but they are absolutely without foun-

dation. This air of mystery.

many who have been in the win-

derful and spectacularly

will pervade the atmosphere until

Friday morning when it will be re-

ved through the columns of the building.

The program will start promptly

at four o'clock Friday afternoon

on the athletic field when a trumpet

will announce the approach

of "May Queens attended, by lady

students who have been selected.

He had the confidence of the

the ranks. The above was the an-

swer of D. DeM. Murphy, to the

boards of the interested.

Mr. Murphy further stated to an

reporter that the board said that he

had not yet taken any action on the matter.

He is spending the week in the

city, according to statements

made by the board. The action

has been particularly agreed

upon.

The article from the Register and

the day morning is as

follows:

"Prof. Thomas H. Macbride, act-

ting president of the state university

at Iowa City, will be appointed presi-

dent at a meeting of the board of

education to be held next week in

Iowa City, according to statements

made by the board. The action

has been particularly agreed

upon.

The work of Professor Macbride

has been satisfactory to the board, so

much so that he has been given a

salary of $7,500 a year, while Presi-

dent Bowman received $4,000, Profes-

sors men, over the state have been

delighted with the men of the board

holders recommending that Profes-

sor Macbride be made permanent

president. Mr. Murphy himself, accord-

ing to his own report, said that Mr. Ayres, who has

resigned as dean of the fine

arts college, said that the re-

quest of the board had been

withdrew as far as he knew.
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THE MUSIC FESTIVAL
Next Thursday, the spring music festival will be held under the auspices of the school's music club. This festival is featured by the great Thomas orchestra, a musical organization that is sought eagerly by organizations all over the United States, for entertainments of this kind. The fact that the Thomas orchestra will play two concerts here Thursday should be advertisement enough to pack any auditorium in the city. But what is the situation here? The sponsors, for the coming of this great musical organization, has been forced to launch an advertising campaign, unequalled in the history of the university. The management of this musical festival has felt it necessary to appeal, not to the articles made but to the common sense of the student body in one grand endeavor to win back that appreciation of the best music which seems to have been lost. Being predictions concerning the attendance of the coming musical treat upon past reports, offered world-wide talent by the student body, we can safely say that the student body will be poorly represented in the audiences of afternoon and evening next Thursday.

We believe, however, that the student body here appreciate talent as well as those of any other college or university in the country. It would be the conclusion then, that Iowa student have become careless, have failed to keep up their interest in the best music and having neglected those things so long they have allowed the best things to pass by unheeded.

The fact that the university is backing this festival, that university men, who have and understand the best music are speaking of it as the highest item, should arouse the student body to an interest, worthy of university men and Iowa.

THE MAY DAY FEST
The annual May Day Fete will be given on Iowa on Friday afternoon. More than four hundred and fifty young women will take part in their stupendous exhibition of folk dances.
SENIORES Sit--Now For Your PHOTOS AT TOWNSEND STUDIO Special Rates Given

The MIDLAND SCHOOLS TEACHERS' AGENCY "Northwestern Teachers' Agency"
Has always made a specialty of securing positions for college students and graduates. Its facilities and services are unsurpassed. Ask your former college mates.

C. H. Scroggins, Proprietor and Manager.
692 Teachers Bldg., DES MOINES, IA.

TURN YOUR SHIRT TAILS INTO DRAWERS

PHILLIPS-JONES COMPANY, Makers
119 Broadway, New York
Dept. 6

What good is a Shirt-tail anyway?

Remember! If it isn't cut-cut it isn't OLUS

Northwestern Teachers' Agency
This leading agency for the entire West and Alaska
Write immediately for free circular. Boise, Idaho.

FREE BOOKS...

BY ORDER

RIES & BOOK STORE
Supply paper for any size
Loose Leaf Note Books.
Stationary, Typewriter Paper and Ribbons, School and Office Sup
plies, Fountain Pens. Prices the lowest. 28 N. CLINTON ST.

ENDORSEMENTS

"Mr. If not to-day some
senior or even in his junior year. Mr. Kiel
gave us a very stimulating address, which
we all enjoyed very much."

SUMMARY

"The difficulties and obstacles we face in
our lives are only a reflection of the diffi
culties and obstacles we face in the world.
We must overcome them, and we will over
come them, because we are capable of doing
so."
CARPE DIEM

(Read the footnote before you read the rest of this)

You desire for yourself the best things. You want the best clothes you can afford, the best foods, the best books and magazines, the best entertainments. Sometimes you insist on having yourself with what you know to be second-rate; but you don’t like it.

Now, this week offers you an opportunity to get the best there is. On Thursday, May 21, you are to have the chance to hear, in two grand concerts, the well-known Theodore Thomas Orchestra. You have read and heard about it all your life. You probably know that it is one of the three greatest orchestras in America.

You have no conception of the great pleasure in store for you, if you have never heard a great orchestra like this. You may have the notion that the Theodore Thomas Orchestra is nothing but a large orchestra. No! No! It is not merely that this orchestra is large, not that it has sixty or sixty-five men with violins and harps and horns and oboes and bassoons and tympani. The Theodore Orchestra is great because by combination of all these instruments, and others you never saw or heard of, the master artist is enabled to produce the fullest and sweetest of all music. The well-balanced orchestra is the most superb musical instrument that human genius can devise. Frederick Stock is one of the greatest conductors.

This is worth while as few things are. This is one of the best things of life. Even if you are not lured by the commonplace, it will lift you up. Close your eyes and listen, and you will have an experience such as you never had before. This is as near as you can come in life to hearing the "Music of the Spheres." No one is so musical as not to enjoy it.

The orchestra plays throughout both of the concerts. You will want to hear them both. Don’t think you will be satisfied with hearing one. You will wish there were five concerts rather than two.

Then the voices. The soloists alone will be worth more than the price of admission. But besides these you will hear the hundreds voices of the Choral Society. Professor Schiele has been training them for months for this occasion and for you. You will be delighted with them all. You can see how Syracusan likes this sort of thing; the orchestra just played the "Hymn of Praise" there for five hundred voices. The concerts will be given at 2:30 and 8:15 P.M.

A season ticket for $5.00? No. Only $2.75 for both concerts, or less than $1.40 a concert. You have spent more for one entertainment of far less interest and value.

Grasp the opportunity. After you once have enjoyed the experience you will not wonder that those who are promoting the Spring Festival are eager to interest all residents of Iowa City, and that they want to be able to bring the Orchestra back to Iowa City again and again. It will mean much to the town if your interest makes this possible.

SACRIFICE SOME LUXURY IF YOU MUST, BUT HEAR THE ORCHESTRA BY ALL MEANS.

Reservations of seats is on Wednesday and Thursday at Wieseke’s.

* This is addressed particularly to persons who have never heard the Theodore Orchestra. We hope you will read and ponder it. For those who have heard the Orchestra such words are of course superfluous. They will realize how impossible it is to explain the matter in words. We beg them to help make it clear to others.